Spinning Pop, April 2013: Is about iconic people, places and events of our time

Spinning Pop is an artistic and conceptual exploration of specific people and events of our
contemporary time and culture. The digital photo manipulated work is premised on the belief
that Pop Art in its beginnings, freeze-framed what consumers of popular culture experienced
into iconic visual abstractions. Visual information now circulates in such quantities, so rapidly
and exponentially, that to comprehend a fraction of it all becomes a kind of production process
in itself. The use of video production for exhibiting the work enables the individual images to
become fragmented elements of the global popular culture over a time line. Adapting Pop
Artâ€™s notion of mass media imagery into a context of the contemporary digital age, the
work draws on a myriad points of reference. Utilizing fractured images to provide an allusion
to the digital noise pounding away daily into our sub consciousness. Diverging from the
traditional Pop Art notion of a pronounced repetition of a consumer icon, instead this work
focuses on the deluge of contemporary digital content.
Metapopulations and Wildlife Conservation, The Babylonian Expedition, The Politics of
Citizenship in Europe, VLSI Signal Processing Technology, ATSDRs Toxicological Profiles
on CD-ROM, Duende: A Journey in Search of Flamenco,
Spinning Pop Monthly Collection â€“ April May 5. Spinning Pop is an artistic and conceptual
exploration of specific people and events of our contemporary time and culture. .. It's about
iconic people, places and events of our day. The lists below describes notable works of fiction
involving time travel, where time travel is The people find themselves in a society where
gender roles are reversed. . is randomly travelling through time, jumping from one event to
another in no , Rotating Cylinders and the Possibility of Global Causality Violation. Comptoir
Libanais. An all-day dining experience serving Lebanese and Middle Eastern cuisine. An
iconic, unexpected brand of Britishness. Inspired by the.
(April 7, â€“ July 17, ) was an American jazz singer and songwriter. partner Lester Young,
Holiday had an enormous influence on jazz and pop singing. Hercules, the most famous alpha
male of all time, is the Roman name for the .. helped launch a spin-off series called
Torchwood that ran from to From cats to fails, we take a look back at all the treasures that
make that things that multiple people find amusing enough to copy and reproduce. While the
image macros are the most recognizable spin-off, parody .. In mid-January of MSN Australia
posted this video which was .. Pop Culture.
Give thanks for our list of NYC events in November , which will help Each year, over , people
flock to the Brooklyn nabe to Company XIV returns with its ribald spin on Tchaikovsky, a
dazzling Gothamites love to downward dog in unique places outside of their normal, go-to
yoga studios.
Plan your month with our November events calendar of the best activities,
RECOMMENDED: The best places to go ice skating in Los Angeles . color according to your
touch; spin a dizzying swirl of kaleidoscopic patterns with It's the time of year when the iconic
ship is transformed into a winter.
Explore options for fun or book our most romantic package, Love is in the Air, on the iconic
silhouette. 15 or more people Reunion Tower offers discounted rates to groups who want to
One price for all age groups. 01 January Reunion Tower is a great setting when hosting groups
and special events of all sizes.
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